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ABSTRACT 
 
This thesis explores how the property of thermal expansion in building materials 
can be leveraged to express seasonality in hardscape environmental design.  Four 
contemporary designed landscapes (Princess Diana Memorial Fountain, Memorial to the 
Murdered Jews of Europe, Theater Square, and Seattle Freeway Park) were selected for 
investigation on the basis of their predominant use of hardscape materials and perceived 
inability to express seasonality.  Retrofit concepts were developed for each of those sites 
in accordance with the original intentions of its designer.  Speculative applications for 
skate park design were then developed based on concepts that emerged from the first part 
of the design investigation, but ultimately not pursued as the main focus of this thesis. 
Instead, the south façade and plaza of Jean Nouvel’s Arab World Institute in Paris, 
France, was selected for a more intensive design-research process.  Six resulting design 
scenarios suggest how both the modular façade and adjoining plaza could be retrofitted 
with hardscape building materials capable of responding to environmental temperature 
shifts. 
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1 Introduction  	  
Premise 
What makes landscape architecture unique among design professions is that 
it necessarily contends with seasonality and natural phenomena.  Whereas the extent 
to which landscape architects intentionally engage seasonality in their designs 
depends upon their objectives and site conditions, outdoor landscapes are inevitably 
subject to both the daily and seasonal conditions of the outdoor environment. Those 
conditions vary in duration but are all inherently ephemeral at some scale of time.  
As a result, outdoor landscapes are in constant flux and subject to forces that, at 
different times and intensities, shape them in subtle and extreme ways. 
Whereas seasonality comprises manifold phenomenal conditions, historian 
Paul Brassley identifies two categories affecting landscapes: the natural and the 
human-made.  He points out that both may, and often do, work in combination with 
each other, and that it is often difficult to differentiate between the two  (Brassley 
1998, 119). He argues that seasonal ephemera affecting landscapes are important to 
consider for three reasons; they generate a response from people (notably artists), 
they make it difficult to evaluate a landscape at a single point in time, and they are 
not normally subjected to the “landscape planning process,” (Brassley 1998, 121).   
The validity of the last point is debatable, as landscape architects generally 
consider seasonal phenomena insofar as they relate to experience and significant 
elements on site. One conventional understanding of “good” landscape architecture 
is that it attempts to work with, not against, natural conditions in order to create 
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places that are flexible, robust, and compelling over time.  In identifying where wind 
and light are most present, how precipitation moves through a site, and how 
temperature change restricts certain elements or activities during particular times of 
the year, landscape architects use analysis to inform programmatic schemes and 
design objectives.   
Our appreciation of seasonality is largely connected to aesthetics and sense 
of change (Palang, Hannes, Sooväli, Printsmann 2007, 4). Traditionally, landscape 
architects have used plant cycles as a primary means of expressing seasonal time in 
landscape.  Blooming periods, summer texture, fruiting times, and fall color are all 
temporal aspects of plants that may be coordinated for appearance and utilitarian 
purposes, defining seasonal aesthetics.  Form is an important aspect of aesthetics, 
and landscape architects affect form through use of plants. Because plants grow and 
change over time, the quantity and composition of plant materials in the landscape 
necessarily affects the form of the landscape. 
Another other way in which landscape architects use form for both aesthetics 
and utility is with hardscape materials.  Paved walkways, terraces, benches, 
sculptures, and other architectural surfaces/structures impose a sense of stasis in 
landscapes.  Although seemingly inanimate, their forms are affected by temperature; 
therefore they too change in form over time.  That subtle change in apparently static 
landscape elements is at the heart of this thesis.  Although the formal change and 
movement brought about by shifts in hardscape materials may be undetectable in 
most situations, the amount of force generated from slight changes is immense and 
may be leveraged in a way to show process. 
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Background 
Energy is inseparable from materiality (Hays 2001, 29).   Pure stasis in 
material form is only possible in a completely stable environment; otherwise all 
materials expand and contract with the flows of energy through and around them, 
however slight.  It follows that all materials deform with change in temperature.  In 
general, materials contract in cooler temperatures and expand in warmer 
temperatures (Figure 1-1).	  	  
	  
Figure 1-1: Materiality and Temperature Change 
 Whereas the total dimensional change associated with thermal deformations 
may be slight, the forces exerted by commonplace building materials; such as steel, 
concrete, and wood, are often extraordinary (Figure1-2). 
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Figure 1-2: Physics of Thermal Expansion for Standard Solids 
Although this phenomenon is subtle, it can lead to noticeable movements of 
objects and materials in the landscape over periods of time (Figure 1-3).  Those 
changes are often regarded as structural or design failures when they become 
noticeable because most practices of design seek to mask the forces of thermal 
expansion. 
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Figure 1-3: Hardscape Failures Caused by Thermal Expansion   
Right: UPSCALE 2003 
Left: Fotopedia 2008 
 
Architects and engineers have long accounted for this fact by building 
structures loosely, by inserting expansion joints, so that thermal forces affecting 
building materials are neutralized and a desired “static” form is achieved (Figure 1-
4).  This has resulted in the traditional practice of architecture as an art of the static, 
or at least, the apparently static (Hays 2001). 
 
Figure 1-4: Expansion Joints Mask the Forces of Thermal Expansion 
Right: Science Clarified 2007 
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Motive  
While building for static form is practical in that it yields the reliable and 
robust structures that compose the everyday built environment, it is problematic in 
that it represents missed opportunities for environmentally responsive structures.  
Such structures could shape and inform space in ways never before explored and for 
a multitude of purposes.  Although this approach to building is grounded in very 
simple physics, research demonstrating how to employ this phenomenon for 
structures and hardscape environments is largely absent because builders have 
always avoided leveraging the natural volatility inherent to materiality.  
 
Research Design 
Just as Herbert Dreiseitl creates new levels of spatial relevance by tailoring 
the use of water in his sites to their unique landscape contexts, a technique that is 
both ecologically functional and aesthetically sophisticated, this thesis aims to 
demonstrate how ambient thermal energies can be tailored to produce compelling 
formal changes for site-specific contemporary hardscapes (Dreiseitl 2009). In doing 
so, the research strategy for this thesis was exploratory and experimental.  It began 
by identifying areas of the world and continental United States most affected by 
diurnal and seasonal temperature shifts (Figure 1-5). 
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Figure 1-5: Diurnal Temperature Ranges for the World and United States 
Top Image : CGIAR-CS 2004 
Lower Images: J.M. Edwards 2009 
This was done with the idea that some areas may be better suited than others 
for designs intending to leverage the forces of thermal expansion. Seasonal 
temperature ranges do vary more in St. Paul than they do in Miami, yet such a design 
strategy can be realized anywhere in the world, in any climate (Figure 1-6). 
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Figure 1-6: Annual Temperature Ranges: Example Locations 
The Weather Channel 
This is true because even the slightest change in temperature can be leveraged to 
motivate formal change; it is only a matter of how specifically the mechanics of the 
design are tailored to incremental changes in temperature.  
The Bundled Actuator  
The recognition that climate and geographical location are not necessarily 
limiting factors for realizing a thermally motivated design strategy came about by 
the creation of the Bundled Actuator (Figure 1-7).  This device is a way of 
compacting longer lengths of material, which react more to changes in temperature 
than shorter pieces, into a stacked three-dimensional form.   
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Figure 1-7: Compacting the Bundled Actuator 
Layers of a material highly reactive to temperature change (e.g. High Density 
Polyethylene (HDPE)), the expander, are stacked between layers of material that are 
much less reactive to temperature change (e.g. Oak), the connector. The greater the 
difference in the coefficient of linear expansion between the expander and connector, 
the more the reaction of the expanding material is maximized.  A spreadsheet was 
developed for identifying and calculating different combinations of materials for 
bundled actuators (Appendix A, page 55).  
Connector layers rigidly join the layers of expander, with the expanding end 
of one layer joined to the base of the next above.  This way of connecting the 
expander layers to each other allows the bundled actuator to maintain a consistent 
direction of movement, whether it is expanding or contracting with change in 
temperature.  
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The actuator is assembled as a rectangle at a specific temperature.  It shifts to 
a parallelogram when it expands with temperatures exceeding that of its 
construction, and to a parallelogram inclined in the opposite direction when 
temperatures fall below the construction temperature (Figure 1-8).   
	  
Figure 1-8: Different States of the Bundled Actuator 
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The forces exerted act in the direction of expansion or contraction 
respectively (Figure 1-9). 
	  
Figure 1-9: Forces Motivating the Bundled Actuator 
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The actuator is capable of motivating other forms and mechanisms in a 
variety of ways.  When connected to a gear train, for example, the slight linear 
movements of the bundle are not only translated into rotational movement, but are 
also accentuated through the use of gear ratios.   When this concept was realized in a 
working model, it was found that a change in 70 degrees Fahrenheit produced 
approximately 630 degrees of rotational movement (Figure 1-10). 
	  
Figure 1-10: Bundled Actuator with Gear Train Attachment During 70˚F Shift  
Hays 2010 
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2 Four Hardscape Design Scenarios 
 
Upon confirming that juxtaposed materials with differing thermal expansion 
coefficients indeed produce significant results in small scale models, four 
contemporary hardscape designs were re-envisioned using thermally-motivated 
retrofits.  The purpose of this study was to consider whether this treatment might 
help better realize some aspects of their original design, or not.  
The hardscapes chosen for this investigation were: 
1. Princess Diana Memorial Fountain :: Gustafson Porter :: London, England 
2. Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe :: Peter Eisenman :: Berlin, 
Germany 
3. Theater Square :: West 8 :: Rotterdam, Netherlands 
4. Seattle Freeway Park :: Laurence Halprin :: Seattle, Washington U.S.A. 
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1: Princess Diana Memorial Fountain Porter :: Gustafson :: London, 
England 
Constructed in Hyde Park on a gentle downward slope near The Serpentine 
Lake, this horizontal, ring-like fountain is made from channeled marble and allows 
pumped water to flow toward its lower end (Figure 2-1, 2-2).  As the water flows 
down either side of the fountain, it passes over numerous textured areas before 
arriving at a flared basin. This fountain is popular among park-goers during warmer 
months of the year, particularly the lower basin. 
	  
Figure 2-1: Princess Diana Memorial Fountain  
Google Earth
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Figure 2-2: Areas and Textures of the Fountain 
Left: Gustafson Porter 2010 
Right Column: Hays 2010 
The site has been plagued with technical difficulties since its construction in 
2006.  Overwhelmingly, the greatest trouble has been the sinking of the marble 
foundation into the soft ground of the nearby lake embankment.  This has caused 
closures and ongoing repair operations throughout its existence. 
The only aspect of this site that engages seasonality is the running water, 
which is present in warmer weather and absent in cold weather, and the turf grass 
enclosed in the central portion of the fountain, which is either green while growing 
or brown while dormant.  
In order to accentuate the presence of warm weather, make use of the un-
programmed central turf space, and more fully engage the water element, the 
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proposed retrofit floods the central portion of the fountain during higher 
temperatures (ideal bathing weather) while preventing flooding during cooler 
weather (Figure 2-3, 2-4). 
	  
Figure 2-3: The Fountain in Summer 
Top: Google Earth 2010 
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Figure 2-4: The Fountain in Winter 
Top: Google Earth 2010 
Lower: Hays 2010 
Located at a higher elevation of the fountain, the retrofit consists of a thermal 
actuator cover, which diverts water into the central area of the fountain via a channel 
bored though the fountain bed.  The actuator bundle expands during bathing season 
(e.g. in temperatures in excess of 75 degrees Fahrenheit), thereby releasing water 
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into the central part of the site, and contracts when it is not bathing season, covering 
the channel and preventing flooding (Figure 2-5, 2-6). 
	  
Figure 2-5: Path of Water in Winter 	  
	  
Figure 2-6: Path of Water in Summer 
 
The decision to place the actuator on top of the fountain bed was intended to 
maximize the actuator’s reaction to environmental temperature.  In order to be most 
reactive, an actuator must be fully exposed to the outdoor environment and not in 
any way insulated from it.  Positioning the actuator either inside the fountain or 
under it would insulate the actuator from environmental temperatures, making it less 
effective. 
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2: Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe :: Peter Eisenman :: Berlin, 
Germany 
Located in Berlin, Germany, Peter Eisenman’s Memorial to the Murdered 
Jews of Europe stands as a Holocaust Memorial to the Jewish victims who died in 
the Holocaust during World War II.  It contains over 2,000 concrete monoliths 
arranged in a grid pattern on a 4.7 acre site, all of which vary in height and vertical 
orientation (Figure 2-7).  
	  
Figure 2-7: Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe 
Google Earth 2010 
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As a visitor walks through the site, the elevation lowers and the monoliths 
become larger and larger until they tower overhead.  When in the center of the site, 
one is only able to look forwards, backwards, left and right; feelings of 
claustrophobia, disorientation, and isolation are endemic to this design.  
Aside from a few trees interspersed among the monoliths on the western edge 
of the site, seasonality was not incorporated as a design feature, and virtually nothing 
about the site responds to seasonal conditions.  To engage seasonality more 
noticeably at the Memorial, the design retrofit calls for each monolith to be modified 
as a thermal actuator of size and dimension equal to the original.  Warmer 
temperatures will cause the monolith actuators to lean toward one direction, while 
cool temperatures will cause them to lean in the opposite direction (Figure 2-8). 
Monolith movement was intentionally oriented in a uniform direction and pattern so 
that no two monoliths opposite each other would collide, and possibly cause damage, 
under any temperature condition.  In that way, the entire spatial arrangement of the 
site is engaged and transformed through thermal variation and seasonal conditions.  
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Figure 2-8: Varying States of the Memorial Through the Seasons 
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3. Theater Square :: West 8 :: Rotterdam, Netherlands 
Located in downtown Rotterdam, The Netherlands, West 8’s 
Schouwburgplein, or “Theater Square” is an urban design hardscape that sits above a 
parking garage and between entertainment destinations and municipal buildings 
(Figure 2-8).  West 8’s philosophy about the project was that public urban spaces too 
often neglect direct user engagement in favor of other design considerations or are 
too overly specific about program that they become inflexible to alternative types of 
use (Reed 2005). 
	  
Figure 2-9: Theater Square 
Google Earth 2010 
West 8’s aim at Theater Square was therefore to make a space that engaged 
the high volume of pedestrian users passing through the site while remaining flexible 
for all types of activity.  Because the site is situated in a dense urban area of 
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Rotterdam, and because, as West 8 argues, the residents of Rotterdam do not have 
enough hardscape surfaces available for recreation, they chose to make the site an 
unobstructed surface with few vertical elements.  Aside from a row of benches and 
four interactive lights on the west edge of the site, the realized design is a hardscaped 
horizontal surface composed of four different materials (Figure 2-10). 
	  
Figure 2-10: Plan with Existing Materials 
Left: West 8 
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The four major lights on the site resemble industrial harbor cranes, an 
aesthetic reflection on the city’s role as a prominent European port, and were 
originally intended for user engagement (Figure 2-11).  Site visitors could control 
the position of the hydraulically motivated lights via a coin operated control panel.  
Because this system proved too complicated to maintain over the years, the crane 
lights were eventually disengaged from the user operated system and now operate 
randomly.  
	  
Figure 2-11: Movement of Cranes 
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Aside from the operation of the fountain during warm weather, no aspect of 
Theater Square engages seasonality.  Because the only user-interactive feature is no 
longer in operation, there is virtually nothing about the site that reacts to user 
engagement or that responds to environmental conditions.    
The current random and unreflective condition of the site was taken as a 
design opportunity.  The retrofit calls for the crane lights to be engaged via a 
bundled actuator, making their positions a reflection of site temperature. The crane 
lights are connected to powerful actuators embedded under the perforated aluminum 
surface of the middle plaza.  
	  
Figure 2-12: Situation of the Actuator  
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In this way, they preserve the unobstructed horizontality of the site’s original 
design, while remaining semi-exposed to environmental temperatures.  The position 
of the crane lights reflect thermal energies as mediated by the surface materials; 
those that absorb heat quickly also release heat quickly, those that absorb heat slowly 
also release heat slowly (Figure 2-13).  While direct user control is not achieved with 
this retrofit, the cranes at least become animated while physically displaying 
environmental conditions. 
	  
Figure 2-13: Movement of Cranes and Actuators through the Seasons 
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4. Seattle Freeway Park :: Laurence Halprin :: Seattle, Washington U.S.A. 
Situated as a pedestrian overpass covering Interstate 5 near Seattle’s 
downtown core, Seattle Freeway Park connects the Washington State Convention 
Center to the First Hill neighborhood (Figure 2-14).  As in Peter Eisenman’s 
Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe, this site is composed almost entirely of 
monolithic cast concrete forms. The arrangement of these forms conceals and reveals 
space in dramatic ways as a visitor moves through the meandering path system. 
	  
Figure 2-14: Seattle Freeway Park 
Google Earth 2010 
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Apart from the trees and water used in the fountains on this site, no other 
hardscape design features reflect changes between seasons.  That absence was 
viewed as an opportunity to introduce hardscape elements motivated by temperature 
change to create a dynamic and seasonal landscape. 
The design retrofit calls for several staircases in the site to be reconstructed 
as large-scale bundled actuators.  The design goal is to affect circulation through the 
site using thermally reactive forms, in this case staircases, to direct user movement 
and experience (Figure 2-15). 
Whereas each actuator-staircase acts independently of the others, some are 
designed to contract during lower temperatures, thereby restricting access, while 
others are designed to expand during lower temperatures, thereby allowing access.  
In warmer temperatures, these staircases assume their inverse forms; some expand 
while others contract.  In that way, the possibilities for wandering through the site 
depend on the temperature; circulation becomes a function of season. 
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Figure 2-15: Staircase Actuators Regulate Circulation through the Seasons 
McCown 2010 
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Retrofit Reflection 
To reflect upon this exploratory stage of the thesis, in which maximizing the 
formal changes caused by seasonal conditions was the primary goal, it seems that 
each of the selected hardscape environments could be improved by a thermal 
building strategy, some to a greater extent than others.  Because none of the designs 
selected currently engage seasonal conditions, the proposed retrofits serve to 
enhance the seasonality of those spaces.  
The Princess Diana Memorial Fountain retrofit maximizes the most popular 
aspect about that site, the bathing area.  In applying the bundled actuator to control 
flooding of the central space, opportunities for wading and other forms of waterplay 
are significantly increased in a presently underused portion of the site.  That scenario 
demonstrates how the bundled actuator can enhance spaces by acting as a valve that 
regulates a dynamic element, in this case, water. 
In the Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe scenario, the conversion of 
each monolith into a bundled actuator causes that site to register seasonal conditions 
and creates angular shifts that impede easy navigation through the site.  That 
condition compounds the feelings of unease and disorientation meant to be evoked 
by the current design.   
The modification proposed for West 8’s Theater Square is perhaps the least 
successful of the four retrofit scenarios, as it does not engage direct user control, an 
important aspect of the original design.  The proposed thermal retrofit is arguably 
more interesting than the random arrangement that currently determines crane 
position, but it fails to represent the desires of visitors. 
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Like the proposed retrofit for the Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe, 
that for Seattle Freeway Park focuses on existing monolithic elements and affects 
pedestrian navigation through the site.  Of all the scenarios, this retrofit most directly 
impacts the movement of visitors, because it changes possible circulation routes 
according to diurnal and seasonal temperature shift and thereby demonstrates how a 
fundamental aspect of landscape experience can be directly impacted by thermal 
actuation. 
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3 Projective Scenarios 	  
Speculative Models 
As a next step in the thesis process, static models were made in order to 
investigate variant bundle forms and expand the formal potential beyond that of the 
sliding rectangular form in the bundled actuator.  
The first model incorporated the actuator as originally conceived but with the 
insertion of a separating structure between the individual layers of the bundle, so as 
to wedge it apart as temperature increases (Figure 3-1). The result was a flared 
angular form that suggested the possibility of significant vertical change in 
conjunction with outward horizontal expansion. 
	  
Figure 3-1: Speculative Model #1 	  
That led to a second model, which speculated on the idea that if angled 
components were used for the construction of the bundle itself, significant, three-
dimensional variation would result without the need of other components or 
structures.   In that case, pieces of curved metal were arranged in a stack.  As 
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temperatures rise, they expand forward from their bases with the forward-most part 
of the actuator becoming significantly elevated (Figure 3-2). 
	  
Figure 3-2: Speculative Model #2	  	  
Skate Parks 
A combination of the logic that motivated the design interventions for Seattle 
Freeway Park and the two speculative models produced thereafter led to an inquiry 
about the application of thermally motivated hardscapes to skate park design.  Skate 
park design is a rapidly growing subdiscipline of landscape architecture, and because 
skate parks are necessarily hardscapes themselves, they are ideal testing grounds for 
thermally motivated form. 
Skateboarders consume skate parks.  After mastering the obstacles installed 
at one park, which are often permanent or unchangeable fixtures, skaters become 
bored and move on to other parks to find new intrigue and challenge.  In order to 
make a single skate park interesting over a longer period of time, if not continuously, 
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introducing seasonality to skate park surfaces via thermal motivation would be a 
worthwhile strategy. 
Because even the smallest differences in surface form matter to skaters, 
changes in hardscape form, motivated by shifts in temperature, could create parks 
that respond to diurnal and seasonal temperature shifts.  Smaller formal changes 
occur over the course of the day, or even hours, whereas more drastic formal 
changes occur through the seasons.      
Various aspects of a skate park could be subject to thermal change, from the 
entire skating surface, to select elements within an otherwise static park.  Speculative 
actuator models suggest how skate ramps or grinding rails could be incorporated as 
individual elements into parks, while a yet-to-be developed system that expands and 
contracts curved surfaces demonstrates how a bowl might raise and lower in 
different temperatures (Figure 3-3). 
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Figure 3-3: Speculative Skate Park Elements 
Top: Oregonlive 2010 
Middle: Stlucieco 2010 
Bottom: Skateboardpark 2010 
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4 Arab World Institute  	  
Background 
While the concept for a thermally motivated skate park was not pursued 
further, the idea of thermally reactive surfaces, as in the case of a skate bowl, led to 
an investigation about architectural precedents for surfaces designed to change form 
in response to environmental phenomena.  This inquiry eventually led to the south 
façade of Jean Nouvel’s 1986 Arab World Institute (AWI) in Paris, France, which 
became the focus for the rest of this thesis (Figure 4-1). 
	  
Figure 4-1: Arab World Institute	  
Top Right: Google Earth 2010 
Top Left: Google Earth 2010 
Bottom Right: Archinspire 2010 
Bottom Left: AWI_14 2010 
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The facade is composed of 240 individual modules (180cm x 180cm) 
arraigned in a 10 x 24 grid.  Each module is identical and features a mechanized, 
Islamic motif made of many smaller mechanical apertures that dilate according to 
environmental light exposure (Figure 4-2, 4-3).   
	  
Figure 4-2: Module Components 
Top Images: Googleapis 2010 
Bottom Images: Detail 1988 
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Figure 4-3: Module Mechanization System 
Right: Living In A Camera 2010 
Left: LH3 2010 
When any areas of the 10 x 24 grid façade become shaded by clouds while 
other areas remain exposed to sunlight, physical gradients between the exposed and 
unexposed appear across the entire façade surface; modules exposed to the sun are 
least dilated than those under shadow (Figure 4-4).  The modules between the most 
and least exposed parts of the façade reveal the lighting gradient through their 
varying states, those in the darkest parts being most dilated while those in the 
lightest parts are least dilated.  
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Figure 4-4: Existing Optical System 	  
Problems with the original mechanics 
Soon after the completion of the AWI, many modules of its south façade 
failed due to vulnerabilities inherent in the complexity of their light sensing 
mechanical systems.  When those systems failed to operate, entire modules became 
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static and unresponsive to environmental conditions (Figure 4-5).  That major design 
flaw undermined the entire purpose of the light-reactive module concept.  
	  
Figure 4-5: Module Failure 
Architourist 2010 
 
Design opportunity 
Because of the operational failure of the south façade, the AWI became an 
ideal site for speculative application of the bundled actuator.  The problems posed by 
the mechanical vulnerabilities of the original system were viewed as a design 
opportunity for a simpler, more robust, system motivated by thermal change.  The 
ideal design solution simplifies the mechanical operations needed to make the 
module units change form in response to ambient temperatures. 
Applying the Bundled Actuator 
In order to simplify the mechanical systems, three retrofit design scenarios 
show how an actuator bundle motivated system could replace the light-sensitive 
system.  With that alteration, the environmental phenomenon to which the façade 
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reacts changes from light to temperature (Figure 4-6).  Although this change may 
seem a disservice to the original design intent, the fact remains that the modular 
facade still reacts to an environmental phenomenon, one that is very much affected 
by environmental light.  
	  
Figure 4-6: Proposed Thermal System 
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One significant difference between a façade reacting to light conditions 
versus one that reacts to temperature is time delay; the façade reacting to light does 
so immediately (using vulnerable electronic technology), whereas the façade 
reacting to environmental temperature does so after lighting conditions have affected 
temperature (using a more robust technology).  Figure 4-7 is a study of the delay 
between light and thermal conditions on the site. 
	  
Figure 4-7: Thermal-Optical Site Study	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Scenario 1: Actuator Retrofit 
This design concept maintains the current module apertures and cable system 
but replaces the existing light sensor and electronic motor with a bundled actuator.  
The actuator is connected to the cable system and motivates the entire module in 
place of electronic devices (Figure 4-8).  This design scenario closely resembles the 
current façade form; aside from reacting to temperatures produced by solar gain, the 
modules function and look identical to the original design scheme (Figure 4-9).  
	  
Figure 4-8: Actuator Retrofit Concept 
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Figure 4-9: Internal and External Conditions	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Scenario 2: Embedded Actuator 
Inspired by the original module apertures, which physically resemble camera 
shutters, the second design concept creates an actuator capable of expanding outward 
and contracting inward, like a telephoto camera lens (Figure 4-10).   In essence, the 
device is not motivated by an actuator but has become an actuator. Consistent with 
the original design scheme, three sizes of device-actuators are developed and 
arranged in the same pattern across each module as in Nouvel’s original scheme 
(Figure 4-11).  
	  
Figure 4-10: Embedded Actuator Concept 
 
Although the engineering of this device-actuator remains to be developed, it 
functions like the first retrofit concept; namely to restrict solar gain when outside 
temperatures are high, and to allow solar gain when outside temperatures are low.  In 
that way solar gain is restricted from entering the building when it is undesirable for 
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internal temperature (summer) and allowed in when it would benefit inside 
temperature (winter). 
	  
Figure 4-11: Internal and External Conditions	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Scenario 3: Piston-Actuator Façade 
The third design concept addresses a larger scale of the building façade than 
the interior frame of modules. This retrofit spans the exterior surface of four modules 
in a 2 x 2 grid and uses a modified version of the thermal actuator (Figure 4-12, 4-
13).  
	  
Figure 4-12: Opposite States of the Piston-Actuator Façade 
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Figure 4-13: Piston-Actuator Façade Concept 	  
The thermal actuator is rearranged from its rectangular form into a spiral.  
That compacts the actuator vertically and is accomplished by wrapping the actuator 
layers in a one-directional manner. By doing that, the actuator is condensed where 
the inner and outermost layers of the bundle create the greatest expansion difference. 
In order to contain the spiral form of this actuator and to distribute the force 
produced by its two oppositely expanding ends, outer housing components cover this 
version of the actuator bundle.  These pieces slide over each other as the actuator 
expands and contracts, a mechanism similar to a hydraulic piston.   
Four piston-actuators are rigidly connected to the midpoints of the outer 2 x 2 
module grid lengths and then connected to each other at their intersection with a 
universal joint.  As the actuators expand, the total lengths of their housing 
components slide outwards and increase.  The increase in total length for each 
piston-actuator causes outward angular deflection, whereby the central connection 
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point of the actuators is forcibly moved outward.  When that happens, the otherwise 
flat surface of the façade becomes topographic.  
To leverage this variable thermal topography, triangular sheets of reflective 
stainless steel are connected to the housing apparatuses between adjacent piston-
actuators.  Those sheets slide outward with the actuators as they expand and inward 
as they contract.  Each 2 x 2 module grid becomes its own entity that uniquely reacts 
to thermal environmental shifts.  When temperatures are uniformly hot across the 
building’s façade (e.g. a late August afternoon) the actuators fully expand and render 
the entire topography of the façade as though it were made of reflective steel 
pyramids (Figure 4-14).  When temperatures are uniformly cold across the façade 
(e.g. January 1st), the piston-actuators retract, rendering the façade surface smooth 
and uniform.  That flat, reflective surface directs all solar gain downward toward the 
inner plaza, thereby warming it. 
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Figure 4-14: Internal and External Conditions 
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Plaza Activation 
Reflected solar light means that solar gain (or thermal energy) is also 
reflected away from the building’s interior and onto the adjacent south plaza.  That 
means that parts of the plaza are warmer in areas where light is reflected and cooler 
where it is not reflected.  Because each four-module panel unit of the new façade 
acts independently of the others, the entire façade manifests any thermal gradient 
affecting the entire façade.  
When that occurs, portions of the façade that are warmer than others will be 
more expanded; cooler portions of the façade will be more contracted.  The 
topographical variation created by the thermal gradient is then expressed in a unique 
light pattern reflected onto the plaza.  Because of variation in angular expansion, 
some areas will have more concentrated patches of reflected light, while others will 
be more sparse.  
If reflective elements were deployed across the plaza, ones able to reflect 
back onto the façade surface the solar radiation cast onto them by the facade, they 
could in turn affect the thermal gain for a different area of the façade, and thus affect 
the topography of the façade in their own way (figure 4-15).  In theory, the altered 
portion of the façade could then change its own angle of reflection, casting its light 
onto another element in the plaza, which could then reflect back to the façade, 
further influencing its physical state. In this way, the façade affects the plaza form, 
and the plaza affects the façade form; each actively engages the other in a complex 
pattern of reflective response. 
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That chain of solar reflection is the aim of Plaza Activation; formal change 
caused by reflected solar gain in the façade alters the spatial dimensions of the plaza, 
thereby constantly modifying the surface experiences possible to a visitor in the 
plaza.  Three design scenarios are envisioned for this system of dynamic façade-
plaza interaction. 
	  
Figure 4-15: Plaza Activation 
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1: Animated Cubist Trees	  
The first concept is an homage to Rob Mallet-Stevens work at the 1925 
“Exposition des Arts Decoratifs, Batiments et Jardins,” in which the first attempts at 
modern and cubist landscape designs were showcased to the world (Figure 4-16) 
(Imbert 1993, 38).   
	  
Figure 4-16: Animated Cubist Tree 	  
In this design scenario twelve modified versions of Mallet-Stevens cubist 
trees are deployed in a grid pattern within the plaza (Figure 4-17). Thermal actuators 
have been adapted and fixed to the under-side of the tree branches, where they fully 
extend during warmer temperatures (maximizing their shadows) and fully contract 
during colder temperatures (minimizing their shadows).  The trees reflect light to 
and from the façade, and well as among themselves, altering their forms and those of 
the façade. 
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Figure 4-17: The Plaza and Façade under Three Different Conditions	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2: Sliding Planters  
The second design scenario speculates about two rows of thermally 
motivated plaza planters and their possible affect on spatial definition with change in 
temperature.  By attaching a planter to a large bundled actuator, located in a housing 
structure just below the plaza surface, and maximizing the movement possible with a 
gear train that amplifies the slightest movements of the actuator, a plaza planter 
could move considerable distances in response to temperature change (Figure 4-18).  
	  
Figure 4-18: Sliding Planter 	  
Twelve of these planters are arranged within the plaza in two rows of six.  
Their collective movement registers temperature gradients on the plaza surface and, 
in so doing, creates unique spatial arrangements for every thermal condition (Figure 
4-19).   Because these plaza elements do not reflect light back to the surface of the 
façade, the only possibility for reflected solar radiation comes from the façade itself.  
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Figure 4-19: The Plaza and Façade under Three Different Conditions 	  
3: Piston-Actuator Surface	  	  
Inspiration for the third design scenario originates from the piston-actuator 
façade surface.  As in the façade design, thermal actuators are encased within 
reflective housing units that are able to expand and contract with the movement of 
the internal actuators (Figure 4-20).     
  
Figure 4-20: Piston-Actuator Surface 
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In this case, rectangular actuators are implemented along with rectangular 
housing units to fit them. The ends of four such units are connected to each other 
using universal joints.  The resulting form is then an expression of expanding and 
contracting, housed actuators linked together. The terminal ends of this linked 
surface are fastened to the plaza with universal joints. 
When the temperature changes and expansion occurs, angular deflection 
results between the housed actuator units as they push against each other.  This 
causes the chain to elevate and become three dimensional in form.  The resulting 
structure is a buckled surface that, depending on the timing of expansion for each 
actuator, could create an archway or irregularly sloped form.  The reflective surface 
of the housing allows solar radiation to bounce between the façade and it, creating a 
complex reflective dynamic. 
	  
Figure 4-21: The Plaza and Façade under Three Different Conditions 
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5 Concluding Thoughts 
 
This thesis is a survey of how hardscapes environments might be designed to 
respond formally to both daily and seasonal temperature shifts.  In doing so, 
designers gain the ability to create adaptive and compelling hardscaped 
environments that, like vegetative materials, reflect seasonal conditions.  While no 
section of this thesis was investigated so in-depth as to generate specific dimensional 
details for large-scale applications, working models and building methods were 
developed that indicate how full-scale applications could work.  Because the design 
of outdoor hardscaped environments has never been approached in the way 
suggested here, it is only fitting that this thesis process was a speculative overview, 
grounded by modeled research of what might be possible at larger scales and applied 
conditions.  I hope this work will inspire further investigation about this way of 
approaching hardscape design, and that many applications of this approach will be 
incorporated into the built environment so that the spaces we inhabit may be as 
dynamic and reflective of seasonal conditions by virtue of their materiality.  
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APPENDIX A : Actuator Dimension Spreadsheet 
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